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when a new girl joins mrs hoggenmuller s class olivia is very upset they re both named olivia olivia is convinced that

she lives in a one olivia town so she decides to change her name to pam but olivia doesn t feel pam ish she feels

olivia ish come along as olivia discovers a lesson about sharing and friendship in this hilarious storybook with the

help of her friends olivia decides to put on her own fashion show francine ends up being a more difficult model than

olivia anticipated so she has to think fast to make sure her fashion show isn t a flop don t miss this hilarious ebook

with audio that will be enjoyed by olivia fans everywhere olivia is so excited when she finds out that her class is

putting on a special play olivia is sure she ll land the leading role but instead of getting the lead role she is assigned

the role of cow number 2 and has only one line in the whole play moo with her penchant for turning lemons into

lemonade and the determination and humor that s unique to olivia she manages to secure her place in the spotlight

after all olivia s imagination leads the way in this tv series which aims to foster the sense of make believe and play

that every young child has olivia believes that she can be or do anything discover olivia s fantastic adventures both

real and imagined in this jumbo paged book it s the ultimate show and tell day at school olivia can t wait to show her

favorite things but what favorite things should she bring p 4 of cover twelve of olivia s favorite adventures are now

available in one dazzling edition olivia loves to do it all and with her great big imagination olivia can go anywhere

would you like to come along this treasury includes twelve of olivia s favorite adventures each of which can be read

aloud in five minutes this sweet collection is perfect for busy little ones who are always on the go olivia s 5 minute

stories includes olivia acts out olivia the ballerina olivia and the haunted hotel olivia the superhero dinner with olivia

olivia and the school carnival i can do anything olivia and her alien brother olivia leads a parade olivia makes

memories olivia dances for joy olivia says good night olivia tm ian falconer ink unlimited inc and 2018 ian falconer

and classic media llc we have seen olivia dressed as a ballerina and ready to hang ten at the beach in her surfing

duds now olivia is exploring her artistic side dressed as a painter for this board book olivia notices all the attention

her mom gets when she s out with baby william this makes olivia wonder what if she had little olivias to show off

before long olivia s pets are wearing baby clothes and have had their names changed to little olivia 1 and 2 a fun

new spin on playing house olivia style who will be teacher of the year olivia s teacher mrs hoggenmuller is being

considered for teacher of the year in this 8x8 adaptation of an episode olivia goes all out to see that the class does

its best to help their teacher shine will her favorite teacher get the recognition she deserves we have seen olivia

dressed as a ballerina and ready to hang ten at the beach in her surfing duds now olivia is exploring her artistic side

dressed as a painter for this board book olivia prepares to be the belle of the ball in this original storybook starring

everyone s favorite pig francine has invited olivia to a party and olivia can t wait she takes party planning very

seriously and spends a lot of time choosing her outfit learning which silverware to use and practicing her very best

manners so what will happen when olivia gets to the party and everyone is dressed casually and eating with their

fingers olivia ian falconer ink unlimited inc and 2014 ian falconer and classic media llc olivia has the best present for

ian and she can t wait to surprise him with it on christmas morning but ian likes peeking at his presents so olivia

must find the perfect hiding place after all being surprised on christmas morning is the best part of christmas come

along with olivia as she gets a surprise of her own in this charming paper over board storybook with shiny foil on the

cover olivia discovers that a good book can be hard to find in this level 1 ready to read story during a visit to the

library olivia s favorite book is accidentally returned instead of renewed can she find it among the stacks before

someone else checks it out this book tastic tale is a level 1 ready to read adaptation of a tv episode olivia ian
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falconer ink unlimited inc and 2013 ian falconer and classic media llc olivia is inspired to save her memories in a

time capsule in this adorable 8x8 storybook based on a popular episode olivia is celebrating 15 years olivia is

determined to find the time capsule that grandma made when she was a little girl after all she needs to get ideas

about what to put in her own what will olivia want to remember when she s all grown up olivia ian falconer ink

unlimited inc and 2015 ian falconer and classic media llc olivia is thrilled to be invited to francine s house for dinner

she just knows it s going to be a very sophisticated evening and then it s time for olivia to have francine over but

what will francine think of her family s casual table manners summertime often means vacation olivia hits the road

with her family in this fun ebook with audio based on an episode olivia s lemonade stand is losing customers to the

competition francine olivia decides it s time to rethink the lemonade stand concept and turns hers into a full scale

backyard restaurant olivia and francine decide there are enough thirsty customers out there for everyone they just

have to work together olivia likes to make tasty treats in the kitchen what will she make next find out in this ready to

go ready to read starring olivia perfect for kids at the beginning of their reading journeys what will olivia make was

written for children who have learned the alphabet and are ready to start reading and what better way to get kids

excited than with a fun story featuring words they can actually read and starring olivia each ready to go ready to

read includes a note to parents explaining what their child can expect a guide at the beginning for readers to

become familiar with the words they will encounter in the story and reading comprehension questions at the end

each ready to go story contains about 100 words and features sight words rhyming words and repetition to help

children reinforce their new reading skills in this book readers will learn twelve sight words and three words from one

word family so come on and get reading with olivia olivia tm ian falconer ink unlimited inc and 2018 ian falconer and

classic media llc in this adorable story based on an episode olivia takes her way with animals to the next level and

imagines what it would be like to become a veterinarian when olivia s teacher hands out flower and plant seeds to

the class olivia can t wait to see what she ll grow and of course she knows her plant will be the best in the class this

charming ebook with audio is based on an episode and includes colorful rebus icons throughout ten favorite olivia

tales in one beautiful book a great value and a great gift this storybook treasury includes ten bestselling adventures

starring the ever imaginative olivia in a 9 x 9 paper over board treasury dinner with olivia olivia and the babies olivia

opens a lemonade stand olivia and the haunted hotel olivia and the school carnival olivia cooks up a surprise olivia

leads a parade olivia the princess olivia builds a snowlady and olivia meets olivia featuring eye catching foil on the

cover and charming antics throughout this deluxe collection of olivia stories is a must have for any fan olivia ian

falconer ink unlimited inc and 2013 ian falconer and classic media llc when olivia s teacher asks for suggestions for

parents night olivia suggests a carnival everyone loves olivia s idea and mrs hoggenmuller puts olivia in charge not

only that but olivia gets to create a special carnival attraction for the grand finale it s going to be the best carnival

ever based on a popular episode this book is a prize for olivia fans olivia and her family celebrate easter in this

charming ebook with audio olivia and her family are off on an easter egg hunt all around town in this ebook with

audio the grand prize is a beautiful golden easter egg will olivia and her family be first to complete the silly tasks and

win the golden prize olivia ian falconer ink unlimited inc and 2013 ian falconer and classic media llc olivia is

determined to become a prima ballerina and soar through the air leaping twirling lifting and swirling olivia is a star

how can olivia be a big sister if her little brother won t stay little olivia is upset when father tells her that someday her

little brother ian will probably grow to be taller than she is olivia is determined to stop that from happening after all

she is ian s big sister this level 1 ready to read ebook with audio shows that size isn t all that matters when it comes

to growing up olivia ian falconer ink unlimited inc and 2013 ian falconer and classic media llc as olivia and ian

prepare for bed they also build a fabulous tent in olivia s bedroom check the forecast then check it again olivia tries

to control the weather in this level 1 ready to read in this level 1 ready to read that s based on an episode olivia ian
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and francine want to have a boat race in the pond but the pond is all dried up what they need olivia decides is a

good rainstorm can olivia make it rain olivia has lots of love and even more imagination to share in this valentine s

day story it s almost valentine s day and olivia is determined to make the very best possible valentines for all of her

friends and family each valentine is made with extra special care and is personalized just for its recipient what could

be sweeter olivia ian falconer ink unlimited inc and 2013 ian falconer and classic media llc just like the original books

olivia s imagination leads the way in this new tv series which aims to foster the sense of make believe and play that

every young child has the show is packed with adventure and fun and embraces all that olivia is imaginative

confident curious and creative olivia believes that she can be or do anything when olivia s grandmother shows olivia

and her brother ian a cool magic trick it inspires olivia to become a great magician ian wants to help with the magic

act and after saying the magic words whooli cahooli he makes olivia disappear or does he little ones will love helping

ian search for olivia in this adorable fun lift the flap book based on the screenplay written by andy guerdat and steve

sullivan olivia and her friends start a dog washing business for a good cause in this book with audio olivia wants to

help her mom raise money for books for the children s reading room at the library so she decides to open olivia s

woof woof wash a place for neighborhood dogs and one amazing turkey to come and get washed rinsed dried and

groomed but when the dogs start running around the yard and getting even dirtier olivia will need to come up with a

creative way to get them all clean this adorable story comes with an audio accompaniment 2012 slp olivia and ian

falconer it was the night before christmas and olivia discovers that her favorite stuffed monkey mathilda is missing

not only is mathilda missing but other favorites keep disappearing around the house too in the true spirit of christmas

olivia figures out how to not only give but to give back what has been missing olivia imagines she s a butterfly in

order to save the day in this padded storybook that s based on a popular episode olivia needs something new for

show and tell so ian lets her bring his beloved butterfly stinky but stinky escapes from his butterfly pavilion in the

park and olivia needs to think like a butterfly and get him back before ian finds out he s missing olivia explains what

being a good friend is all about in this 8x8 storybook with stickers what makes someone a good friend find out from

the best best friend around olivia olivia loves baking cookies with francine and playing music with julian she loves

being a friend everyone s favorite pig gives humorous advice on how to share how to listen and more a wonderful

companion to a guide to being a big sister this fun storybook comes with a special treat for readers a perforated

sheet of olivia stickers olivia ian falconer ink unlimited inc and 2014 ian falconer and classic media llc based on the

tv series olivia as seen on nickelodeon olivia explains all the ways she acts as a good friend from baking cookies

with francine to playing music with julian based on the tv series olivia as seen on nickelodeon t p verso how do you

fly a kite when there s no wind olivia will find a way it s a very windy day so olivia decides to throw a kite party after

all windy weather is just perfect for flying kites but by the time olivia and her friends have finished making their kites

the wind has gone away in this level 1 ready to read story creativity saves the day 2012 slp olivia and ian falconer

bathing suit check shovel check sunscreen check olivia spends a day at the beach and has fun in the sun as only

she can is olivia s little brother really an alien from space find out in this storybook based on a popular episode after

visiting the planetarium olivia suspects that her brother ian is actually a space alien sent to earth to rid the planet of

big sisters can olivia stop her alien brother s evil plan olivia ian falconer ink unlimited inc and 2014 ian falconer and

classic media llc
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OLIVIA Meets Olivia 2011-12-27

when a new girl joins mrs hoggenmuller s class olivia is very upset they re both named olivia olivia is convinced that

she lives in a one olivia town so she decides to change her name to pam but olivia doesn t feel pam ish she feels

olivia ish come along as olivia discovers a lesson about sharing and friendship in this hilarious storybook

OLIVIA and the Fashion Show 2012-08-07

with the help of her friends olivia decides to put on her own fashion show francine ends up being a more difficult

model than olivia anticipated so she has to think fast to make sure her fashion show isn t a flop don t miss this

hilarious ebook with audio that will be enjoyed by olivia fans everywhere

OLIVIA Acts Out 2012-04-03

olivia is so excited when she finds out that her class is putting on a special play olivia is sure she ll land the leading

role but instead of getting the lead role she is assigned the role of cow number 2 and has only one line in the whole

play moo with her penchant for turning lemons into lemonade and the determination and humor that s unique to

olivia she manages to secure her place in the spotlight after all

This Is Olivia. [Illustrated by Patrick Spaziante] 2009-12

olivia s imagination leads the way in this tv series which aims to foster the sense of make believe and play that

every young child has olivia believes that she can be or do anything discover olivia s fantastic adventures both real

and imagined in this jumbo paged book

OLIVIA and Her Favorite Things 2013-04-30

it s the ultimate show and tell day at school olivia can t wait to show her favorite things but what favorite things

should she bring p 4 of cover

Olivia 5-Minute Stories 2018-04-24

twelve of olivia s favorite adventures are now available in one dazzling edition olivia loves to do it all and with her

great big imagination olivia can go anywhere would you like to come along this treasury includes twelve of olivia s

favorite adventures each of which can be read aloud in five minutes this sweet collection is perfect for busy little

ones who are always on the go olivia s 5 minute stories includes olivia acts out olivia the ballerina olivia and the

haunted hotel olivia the superhero dinner with olivia olivia and the school carnival i can do anything olivia and her

alien brother olivia leads a parade olivia makes memories olivia dances for joy olivia says good night olivia tm ian

falconer ink unlimited inc and 2018 ian falconer and classic media llc

OLIVIA Paints a Mural 2012-08-28

we have seen olivia dressed as a ballerina and ready to hang ten at the beach in her surfing duds now olivia is

exploring her artistic side dressed as a painter for this board book
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OLIVIA and the Babies 2012-08-14

olivia notices all the attention her mom gets when she s out with baby william this makes olivia wonder what if she

had little olivias to show off before long olivia s pets are wearing baby clothes and have had their names changed to

little olivia 1 and 2 a fun new spin on playing house olivia style

OLIVIA and the Best Teacher Ever 2012-05-22

who will be teacher of the year olivia s teacher mrs hoggenmuller is being considered for teacher of the year in this

8x8 adaptation of an episode olivia goes all out to see that the class does its best to help their teacher shine will her

favorite teacher get the recognition she deserves

OLIVIA Paints a Mural 2011-03-08

we have seen olivia dressed as a ballerina and ready to hang ten at the beach in her surfing duds now olivia is

exploring her artistic side dressed as a painter for this board book

OLIVIA and the Fancy Party 2014-07-15

olivia prepares to be the belle of the ball in this original storybook starring everyone s favorite pig francine has

invited olivia to a party and olivia can t wait she takes party planning very seriously and spends a lot of time

choosing her outfit learning which silverware to use and practicing her very best manners so what will happen when

olivia gets to the party and everyone is dressed casually and eating with their fingers olivia ian falconer ink unlimited

inc and 2014 ian falconer and classic media llc

OLIVIA and the Christmas Present 2011-10-04

olivia has the best present for ian and she can t wait to surprise him with it on christmas morning but ian likes

peeking at his presents so olivia must find the perfect hiding place after all being surprised on christmas morning is

the best part of christmas come along with olivia as she gets a surprise of her own in this charming paper over

board storybook with shiny foil on the cover

OLIVIA Goes to the Library 2013-11-12

olivia discovers that a good book can be hard to find in this level 1 ready to read story during a visit to the library

olivia s favorite book is accidentally returned instead of renewed can she find it among the stacks before someone

else checks it out this book tastic tale is a level 1 ready to read adaptation of a tv episode olivia ian falconer ink

unlimited inc and 2013 ian falconer and classic media llc

OLIVIA Makes Memories 2015-10-06

olivia is inspired to save her memories in a time capsule in this adorable 8x8 storybook based on a popular episode

olivia is celebrating 15 years olivia is determined to find the time capsule that grandma made when she was a little

girl after all she needs to get ideas about what to put in her own what will olivia want to remember when she s all

grown up olivia ian falconer ink unlimited inc and 2015 ian falconer and classic media llc
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Dinner with OLIVIA 2011-10-25

olivia is thrilled to be invited to francine s house for dinner she just knows it s going to be a very sophisticated

evening and then it s time for olivia to have francine over but what will francine think of her family s casual table

manners

OLIVIA Takes a Trip 2012-08-07

summertime often means vacation olivia hits the road with her family in this fun ebook with audio based on an

episode

OLIVIA Opens a Lemonade Stand 2012-09-18

olivia s lemonade stand is losing customers to the competition francine olivia decides it s time to rethink the

lemonade stand concept and turns hers into a full scale backyard restaurant olivia and francine decide there are

enough thirsty customers out there for everyone they just have to work together

What Will Olivia Make? 2018-10-02

olivia likes to make tasty treats in the kitchen what will she make next find out in this ready to go ready to read

starring olivia perfect for kids at the beginning of their reading journeys what will olivia make was written for children

who have learned the alphabet and are ready to start reading and what better way to get kids excited than with a fun

story featuring words they can actually read and starring olivia each ready to go ready to read includes a note to

parents explaining what their child can expect a guide at the beginning for readers to become familiar with the words

they will encounter in the story and reading comprehension questions at the end each ready to go story contains

about 100 words and features sight words rhyming words and repetition to help children reinforce their new reading

skills in this book readers will learn twelve sight words and three words from one word family so come on and get

reading with olivia olivia tm ian falconer ink unlimited inc and 2018 ian falconer and classic media llc

OLIVIA Becomes a Vet 2012-08-14

in this adorable story based on an episode olivia takes her way with animals to the next level and imagines what it

would be like to become a veterinarian

OLIVIA Plants a Garden 2013-02-12

when olivia s teacher hands out flower and plant seeds to the class olivia can t wait to see what she ll grow and of

course she knows her plant will be the best in the class this charming ebook with audio is based on an episode and

includes colorful rebus icons throughout

The Very Best of OLIVIA 2013-10-01

ten favorite olivia tales in one beautiful book a great value and a great gift this storybook treasury includes ten

bestselling adventures starring the ever imaginative olivia in a 9 x 9 paper over board treasury dinner with olivia

olivia and the babies olivia opens a lemonade stand olivia and the haunted hotel olivia and the school carnival olivia
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cooks up a surprise olivia leads a parade olivia the princess olivia builds a snowlady and olivia meets olivia featuring

eye catching foil on the cover and charming antics throughout this deluxe collection of olivia stories is a must have

for any fan olivia ian falconer ink unlimited inc and 2013 ian falconer and classic media llc

OLIVIA and the School Carnival 2011-11-01

when olivia s teacher asks for suggestions for parents night olivia suggests a carnival everyone loves olivia s idea

and mrs hoggenmuller puts olivia in charge not only that but olivia gets to create a special carnival attraction for the

grand finale it s going to be the best carnival ever based on a popular episode this book is a prize for olivia fans

OLIVIA and the Easter Egg Hunt 2013-01-15

olivia and her family celebrate easter in this charming ebook with audio olivia and her family are off on an easter egg

hunt all around town in this ebook with audio the grand prize is a beautiful golden easter egg will olivia and her

family be first to complete the silly tasks and win the golden prize olivia ian falconer ink unlimited inc and 2013 ian

falconer and classic media llc

OLIVIA Leaps! 2009-12-08

olivia is determined to become a prima ballerina and soar through the air leaping twirling lifting and swirling olivia is

a star

OLIVIA Measures Up 2013-01-01

how can olivia be a big sister if her little brother won t stay little olivia is upset when father tells her that someday her

little brother ian will probably grow to be taller than she is olivia is determined to stop that from happening after all

she is ian s big sister this level 1 ready to read ebook with audio shows that size isn t all that matters when it comes

to growing up olivia ian falconer ink unlimited inc and 2013 ian falconer and classic media llc

Olivia Says Good Night 2016-09-13

as olivia and ian prepare for bed they also build a fabulous tent in olivia s bedroom

OLIVIA and the Rain Dance 2012-01-03

check the forecast then check it again olivia tries to control the weather in this level 1 ready to read in this level 1

ready to read that s based on an episode olivia ian and francine want to have a boat race in the pond but the pond

is all dried up what they need olivia decides is a good rainstorm can olivia make it rain

OLIVIA and the Perfect Valentine 2013-12-03

olivia has lots of love and even more imagination to share in this valentine s day story it s almost valentine s day

and olivia is determined to make the very best possible valentines for all of her friends and family each valentine is

made with extra special care and is personalized just for its recipient what could be sweeter olivia ian falconer ink

unlimited inc and 2013 ian falconer and classic media llc
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Olivia the Magnificent 2009-12-17

just like the original books olivia s imagination leads the way in this new tv series which aims to foster the sense of

make believe and play that every young child has the show is packed with adventure and fun and embraces all that

olivia is imaginative confident curious and creative olivia believes that she can be or do anything when olivia s

grandmother shows olivia and her brother ian a cool magic trick it inspires olivia to become a great magician ian

wants to help with the magic act and after saying the magic words whooli cahooli he makes olivia disappear or does

he little ones will love helping ian search for olivia in this adorable fun lift the flap book

Best Sister Ever 2017-05-23

based on the screenplay written by andy guerdat and steve sullivan

OLIVIA and the Dog Wash 2012-05-01

olivia and her friends start a dog washing business for a good cause in this book with audio olivia wants to help her

mom raise money for books for the children s reading room at the library so she decides to open olivia s woof woof

wash a place for neighborhood dogs and one amazing turkey to come and get washed rinsed dried and groomed

but when the dogs start running around the yard and getting even dirtier olivia will need to come up with a creative

way to get them all clean this adorable story comes with an audio accompaniment 2012 slp olivia and ian falconer

OLIVIA Claus 2011-10-25

it was the night before christmas and olivia discovers that her favorite stuffed monkey mathilda is missing not only is

mathilda missing but other favorites keep disappearing around the house too in the true spirit of christmas olivia

figures out how to not only give but to give back what has been missing

OLIVIA and the Butterfly Adventure 2012-03-06

olivia imagines she s a butterfly in order to save the day in this padded storybook that s based on a popular episode

olivia needs something new for show and tell so ian lets her bring his beloved butterfly stinky but stinky escapes

from his butterfly pavilion in the park and olivia needs to think like a butterfly and get him back before ian finds out

he s missing

A Guide to Being a Friend 2014-10-07

olivia explains what being a good friend is all about in this 8x8 storybook with stickers what makes someone a good

friend find out from the best best friend around olivia olivia loves baking cookies with francine and playing music with

julian she loves being a friend everyone s favorite pig gives humorous advice on how to share how to listen and

more a wonderful companion to a guide to being a big sister this fun storybook comes with a special treat for

readers a perforated sheet of olivia stickers olivia ian falconer ink unlimited inc and 2014 ian falconer and classic

media llc
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I Can Do Anything! 2016-04-12

based on the tv series olivia as seen on nickelodeon

A Guide to Being a Friend 2014-10-07

olivia explains all the ways she acts as a good friend from baking cookies with francine to playing music with julian

Star of the Show 2014-01-07

based on the tv series olivia as seen on nickelodeon t p verso

OLIVIA and the Kite Party 2012-05-01

how do you fly a kite when there s no wind olivia will find a way it s a very windy day so olivia decides to throw a

kite party after all windy weather is just perfect for flying kites but by the time olivia and her friends have finished

making their kites the wind has gone away in this level 1 ready to read story creativity saves the day 2012 slp olivia

and ian falconer

OLIVIA Learns to Surf 2010-05-04

bathing suit check shovel check sunscreen check olivia spends a day at the beach and has fun in the sun as only

she can

OLIVIA and Her Alien Brother 2014-01-07

is olivia s little brother really an alien from space find out in this storybook based on a popular episode after visiting

the planetarium olivia suspects that her brother ian is actually a space alien sent to earth to rid the planet of big

sisters can olivia stop her alien brother s evil plan olivia ian falconer ink unlimited inc and 2014 ian falconer and

classic media llc
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